To: Swedish lawyers
(Harvested email addresses from [http://www.advokatsamfundet.se]; Categories: Mänskliga
fri- och rättigheter, Offentlig rätt, Förvaltningsrätt, EU rätt)

Dear lawyer,
I seek a Swedish lawyer to assist in a case against Karolinska
Institutet (KI) in Stockholm, Sweden. The Alliance Defense Fund
(ADF) has sent demand letters to several Swedish institutions
requesting that the issues with KI should be resolved in
accordance to Swedish national law and to international law.
However, none of Swedish institutions have replied in accordance
to any of the demands. ADF has now advised that I seek a
Swedish lawyer to assist in this case. If there is a lawyer in
Sweden that accepts this case against KI, then I will apply to ADF
to financially sponsor the case. I anticipate that this case can be
taken to the ECHR.
Issues in this case are:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

KI refusal to grade academic course assignment.
KI refusal to satisfactorily motivate reason for not yet
passing academic course assignments.
KI denial of international scientific evidence in peerreviewed published literature in internationally accepted
journals.
KI false acusation that Torsten does not meet formal
requirements for writing master thesis. KI later retracted
from this false accusation.
KI refusal to allow Torsten an academic thesis supervisor.
KI refuse provision of a KI supervisor and refuse to accept
an external supervisor from Canada, whose professional
academic record on the subject exceeds anyone at KI.
KI absolute refusal to communicate academically with
Torsten.

Some of the materials relevant to the case are summarised here:
www.nenzen.net/KI-short.pdf
and
here
www.nenzen.net/Karolinska_Institutet_Discrimination.pdf.
Two
additional
documents are attached in this email.
Please write back to me and let me know if you can accept to
work on this case.
Best regards,
Torsten Nenzén
c/o Magnusvägen 6A
17731 Järfälla
Sweden
Mobile: +46 707777754
Skype: blessisrael
Email: torsten@nenzen.net

